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M AT T R E S S E S
ALMOST

ARE

100%

RECYCLABLE.

So why are so many still
ending up in landfills?

Simmons , the innovator in mattresses,
is also innovating the way the hospitality
industry disposes of old ones.
®

Our new process handles everything from removal and
recycling to new mattress installation. We will coordinate
delivery as well as transportation of the old bed sets, including
bed frames, to a designated recycling plant. Simmons® is the
only manufacturer that offers this turnkey recycling service to
all our hospitality clients nationwide.
Specially trained crews are strategically located across the
country. There’s one close to you right now, ready to get to
work. Best of all, there’s little to no disruption of your
day-to-day operations. And because it’s all behind the scenes,
it’s a nice addition to the sustainability message you might
choose to share with your guests and the community.
Once the job is completed, Simmons® will provide you with a
certificate of recycling.
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Zero-waste from the start
Simmons® sustainability efforts begin at the factory with
our zero-waste policy. Over the past two years, Simmons®
has reduced scrap production by 40%. Since 2007, we have
recycled more than 23 million pounds of materials that
otherwise would have ended up in landfills.

Since 2007, we have recycled more
than 23 million pounds of materials.

Energy-efficient plants
We have installed the latest high-efficiency lighting and
equipment in many of our plants, reducing energy use by almost
40%. Plus, each Simmons® plant is strategically located to help
minimize the use of fuel and energy during the delivery process.
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Environmentally
responsible products
100% of Simmons® Pocketed Coil® springs contain
recycled steel. Many fabrics are derived from
cultivated wood fibers to be partially sustainable.
These fabrics also meet Oeko-Tex 100 standards,
which are internationally recognized safety standards
for harmful substances. In addition, the wood used
in our EndurTECH™ foundation has a 20-year warranty
for the durability and reliability you’ve come to expect
from Simmons®.

The freshest thinking in
hotel bedding yet
These removable and replaceable quilted mattress tops are another
sustainable innovation from Simmons® Hospitality. Rather than replace
an entire mattress, simply unzip the soiled cover and rezip the new one.
It’s a green initiative that’s also a great money saver. As an added layer of
protection, Beautyrest® mattresses also feature an exclusive Nano-Tex™
stain-resistance treatment embedded into the fabric.

Of course, sustainability is important.
But the critical part of the equation begins
long before you are ready for recycling.
It starts with incredibly comfortable
mattresses that will leave your guests
feeling great about their stay. And it
continues with a quality and durability
that ensures you won’t be replacing your
mattresses for years to come.

CONTACT YOUR SIMMONS ® HOSPITALITY SALES
REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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